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Abstract: Past anti-bacterial use of bacteriophages (phage therapy) is already well reviewed as a
potential therapeutic response to the emergence of multidrug-resistant, pathogenic bacteria. Phage
therapy has been limited by the following. (1) The success rate is too low for routine use and Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approval. (2) Current strategies of routine phage characterization do
not sufficiently improve the success rate of phage therapy. (3) The stability of many phages at ambient
temperature is not high enough to routinely store and transport phages at ambient temperature. In
the present communication, we present new and previous data that we interpret as introductory
to biophysically and efficiently transforming phage therapy to the needed level of effectiveness.
Included are (1) procedure and preliminary data for the use of native gel electrophoresis (a low-cost
procedure) for projecting the therapy effectiveness of a newly isolated phage, (2) data that suggest
a way to achieve stabilizing of dried, ambient-temperature phages via polymer embedding, and
(3) data that suggest means to increase the blood persistence, and therefore the therapy effectiveness,
of what would otherwise be a relatively low-persistence phage.

Keywords: agarose gel electrophoresis, native; antibiotic resistance; bacterial infections;
bacteriophage in-blood persistence; lytic bacteriophage; osmotic stabilization

1. Introduction

The problem of multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacterial pathogens is now well docu-
mented and reviewed. In summary, antibiotic therapy has been compromised, and some-
times thwarted, by MDR pathogens. The reason is that the pathogens are resistant to either
most or all antibiotics (reviews: [1–10]). The consequence is known to be lethal for roughly
48,000 citizens of the USA in 2019, when Clostridioides difficile (not typically pathogenic, but
made pathogenic by long-term antibiotic use) is included [9,10]. Worldwide, the estimate is
at least 4.95 million deaths in 2019, with the top six pathogens being Escherichia coli, Staphy-
lococcus aureus, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Streptococcus pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa [10]. MDR bacterial infections in 2019 were the third leading cause
of death worldwide, behind heart attacks and stroke [10]. However, ambiguity often exists
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for both in-hospital and outpatient cause of death. By one informed calculation, the number
of deaths caused by MDR bacteria is higher, possibly as much as 7× higher in the US [11].

Therapeutic use of anti-bacterial viruses (bacteriophages or phages) is an obvious
anti-bacterial measure (phage therapy) to counter infections by MDR pathogenic bacteria.
However, as previously reviewed [12–20], phage therapy sometimes works but too often
does not. Phage therapy is not yet an FDA-approved procedure in the US unless performed
on a compassionate use basis, e.g., with a patient in an otherwise hopeless condition [17–20].
Nonetheless, clinical trials are in progress, with the goal of answering the question of
whether or not phage therapy works [17,19–22]. The subtext of this question is, however,
in conflict with the history of phage therapy. Our point here is that more appropriate
is the question of which phages should be used and how. This point is emphasized
by the spectacular successes that have occurred (recently: [17,23]) in the context of too
many failures.

2. Phages to Use and Not to Use for Phage Therapy
2.1. Known Past Basics

A clear plaque is criterion #1 for choosing phages for phage therapy. The reason is
that clear plaque-forming phages are the most likely to be lytic, i.e., bacterial lysis-inducing
without capacity for lysogeny, i.e., without capacity to become a replicating component of
the bacterial genome [12–20,24,25]. The preparation used for phage therapy is typically a
mixture of several phages (phage cocktail); multi-phage cocktails appear to be the current
standard [12–20].

Lysogenic phages are avoided because of the carrying, by some lysogenic phages, of
genes encoding either bacterial toxins [24] or antibiotic resistance [24,25]. Verification of the
absence of these latter genes can be achieved by whole-genome DNA sequencing [25]. This
is criterion #2, which is used because of the potential of gene transfer to bacterial hosts.

Historically, other criteria appear to have been used but were not well documented.
For example, one gets the impression from the second paragraph of [26] that, in the 1930s,
the favored anti-typhoid fever phages made relatively small clear plaques. However, no
definitive, rigorous statement was made. The early days of phage therapy appear to have
been characterized by semi-empirical phage selection. One imagines that this is sometimes
still occurring. Our data-generated opinion is that more precise criteria are needed for a
next-generation, FDA-approved phage therapy.

2.2. Next-Generation Biophysical Screening of Phages: Average Electrical Surface Charge
Density (σ)

Our main point (opinion) here is that the key objective is to develop additional phage
screening criteria that bring phage therapy to the point that its success rate is at least as high
as the success rate of the use of antibiotics with non-MDR bacterial pathogens. High speed
is important because the observed [27,28] development of bacterial resistance to phages
implies that phage therapy cocktails will periodically require new phages to keep the
cocktail effective. In general, the relatively high speed and low cost of phage therapy-based
response to increased bacterial resistance is anticipated to be a major advantage of phage
therapy in relation to antibiotic therapy.

A data-suggested screening criterion is the rate of a patient’s innate immune clearance
of the phage (reviews [16,29–32]). If one makes the pessimistic assumption of high clear-
ance rate for all phages, one might conclude that phage therapy will never be routinely
effective. In contrast, phages are found to sometimes enhance the innate immune clearing
of bacteria, which would enhance phage therapy [31,32]. The complexity involved suggests
an approach that does not depend on detailed knowledge of innate immunity pathways.

Specifically, a relatively optimistic assumption is that (1) the key parameter is indeed
the rate at which inoculated phages are removed from circulation by innate immunity, and
(2) this rate varies significantly among phages. If so, then lowering this rate is the key to
improving the success rate of phage therapy.
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To test the accuracy of this latter assumption in a controlled way, we [33] recently
assembled (1) a collection of four phages and (2) bacterial hosts to selectively plate each
of the phages. These phages and bacteria were used to perform the first test of the blood
lifetime (to be called persistence) of four different phages in one mouse. The blood titers
(plaque-forming units [PFU] per mL), normalized to the total PFU injected (approximately
the same for all four phages), varied by about 10,000× at 2–4 h after intraperitoneal injection.
Two phages, including phage T3, had relatively high persistence, and two, including the T3
relative, T7, had low persistence. We discuss more precise quantification of persistence in
Section 5. Notably, the difference in persistence between T3 and T7, which are the same size
and genetically related [34], indicates that phage size is not the only persistence-determining
factor involved, although it might be one of several persistence-determining factors.

T3 and T7 differ in average electrical surface charge density (σ), as determined by
extrapolation of gel electrophoretic migration to a gel concentration of 0 for both T3 and
T7 [35]. In solution (without a gel), electrophoretic mobility depends only on σ for particles
the size of the smallest and larger phages [36,37]. The σ of both T3 and T7 is negative,
with T3 being 1.3× more negative than T7 [35]. Correlation of more negative σ with
higher persistence has been observed for red blood cells. The sialyation of glycophorin,
on the surface of red blood cells, generates a negative σ relatively high in magnitude [38].
Although more data are needed for phages, our working assumption is that, relative to
phage T7, the co-existence of the more negative T3 σ and the higher T3 persistence are part
of a σ/persistence correlative pattern. That is to say, rapid determination of σ is likely to be
one of possibly several criteria useful to determine the probability that a newly isolated
phage will have high persistence.

3. Biophysical Technique
3.1. Basics of Native Agarose Gel Electrophoresis (AGE)

For comparing σ values, a relatively rapid, inexpensive, and accurate procedure is
to perform native (intact phage) agarose gel electrophoresis (AGE) of the two phages to
be compared, according to the following protocol. (1) Embed agarose gels of different
agarose percentage, A, (running gels) in a single more concentrated, physically supportive
agarose frame (frame gel). Use an ultra-strong, ultra-low electro-osmosis agarose for the
running gels (Electro-osmosis is electrophoresis-generated motion of water and will distort
the results unless kept low.). (2) Determine distance migrated vs. A for both phages during
electrophoresis. (3) Extrapolate distance migrated to an A of 0 and compare the result for
the two phages [39]. That is how the data for T3 and T7 were obtained [35].

For any newly characterized phage, we have simplified the data processing by dividing
this extrapolated distance by the extrapolated distance for phage T3, obtained in the same
multigel. This is a process of normalization. A normalized σ will be called σN. We use σN,
rather than the physical concept, σ, because (1) σ is an imprecise concept, complicated by
lack of knowledge of the surface of slip, with some details implicit in the Debye–Hückel
model [40], and (2) no reason exists to perform an analysis beyond σN at this point. We
use T3 as the normalization standard because of the high persistence and high stability of
T3. The stability includes stability in the presence of chelating agents and several buffers,
which has made T3 a standard used for AGE of chromatin, for example [41,42].

That being said, we already know that persistence is dependent on more than σN.
Specifically, phage G, a myophage, is a low-persistence phage [43]. The value of σN,
however, is 1.20 (plot indicated by G in Figure 1; the T3 plot is indicated by T3 in Figure 1).
This observation is in contradiction to the correlation of σN ≥ 1.0 with high persistence.
Nonetheless, high-persistence phage T4 (also a myophage) has a σN of 0.99 (T4 plot in
Figure 1), consistent with this correlation. Phage G is also the largest phage that has been
laboratory-propagated; it has a genome about 3× the length of the T4 genome and a capsid
about 60% larger. Correlation of large size with relatively high innate immune uptake by
macrophages has been observed for latex spheres [44]. Thus, relatively large size might
explain the relatively low persistence of phage G. Of course, the above analysis needs
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data from more phages. Moreover, other phage biophysical characteristics are likely to be
needed for a complete analysis. These might include density of hydrophobic patches on
the surface of the capsid, which can also be electrophoretically determined [45]. Further
analysis by AGE is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 1. Multigel AGE analysis of phages T4 and clear-plaque phage G, with a phage T3 standard.
AGE was performed for 16.0 h at 1.0 V/cm and 25 ◦C, as described in [39], with Seakem Gold agarose
(Lonza, Rockland, ME, USA) running gels of the following six A values: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6.
The electrophoresis buffer was 0.09 M Tris-acetate, pH 8.4, 0.001 M MgCl2. All three phages were
analyzed in the same 18-track multigel. The preparation of phages has been previously described:
T3 [35], T4 [33], and G [43]. Clear-plaque phage G has a genomic sequence that differs from both the
reference GenBank sequence (JN638751) and its parent at three single nucleotide locations. These
changes, at co-ordinates 330,356 (T > C), 343,537 (G > A), and 454,601 (G > A), would produce
non-synonymous changes to the (functionally uncharacterized) gene products G_424 (p.V1452A),
G_428 (p.G35S), and G_625 (p.G64S), respectively. The dotted lines indicate linear extrapolations.

3.2. Further Phage Characterization by AGE

An advantage of multigel AGE is that one can use the sieving effects of the running
gels to obtain information about the size and shape of particles being analyzed. Specifically,
as the overall size of particles increases, the slope of the distance migrated vs. A plots
increases at the lowest A values. A previous study of rod-shaped phages reveals that the
effective radius (RE), as determined by this slope, is closest to the radius of a sphere that
has the surface area of the non-spherical particle [46].

Thus, by use of AGE alone, one can estimate the RE of a phage for possible use
in determining the probability of high persistence. AGE can be performed directly on
phage plaques, without phage purification [47]. Thus, both RE and σN can be determined
without purifying phage particles, which might be especially important for high-persistence
screening in an emergency, such as a bacteremia projected to be otherwise rapidly lethal.

Furthermore, even some information about phage asymmetry can be obtained from
multigel AGE. Specifically, the phage G plot in Figure 1 has upward curvature at the
highest A values, as emphasized in Figure 1 by the dotted line that continues the straight
line generated at the lowest A values. The opposite curvature is generated at the higher
A values by more spherical particles, including podophages, such as T3 and T7 [46].
The upward curvature indicates either a long tail phage (myophage or siphophage) or a
rod-shaped phage. Although not yet explored in detail, discrimination of these two can
probably be made by determining the dependence on the magnitude of the electrical field
used for AGE [48].
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4. The Potential Future of Dry Phage Therapy Cocktails: An Improved Source of Phages

Phage storage inactivation is an obvious problem for liquid phage cocktails. This
problem was recognized via (1) early phage characterizations [49] and (2) review of early
phage therapy failures (review [50]). Typical long-term laboratory storage of phages
manages this problem by freezing, typically at temperatures between −70 and −80 ◦C,
in the presence of a cryo-protectant. The PS laboratory submerges a plaque in growth
medium with 10% dextran 10 before freezing at −70 ◦C. Doing this in a biomedical context
is expensive and potentially limiting to the use of phage therapy. A further complication is
that phage G, for example, is not multi-year stable when stored this way. This may also be
true for other phages.

A simpler, less expensive, less machine- and/or power failure-susceptible strategy
would be storage of phages in dry conditions and at ambient temperature. The following
observation indicates that one way to do this, for at least some phages, is to air-dry the
phages in the presence of a phage-stabilizing agent. When a ranch animal proximal soil
is dry enough so that molds do not grow during storage at room temperature, this soil is
a prolific source of phages [51,52]. The key point here is the phage survival of drying. In
our case, the dry environmental phages were (1) exposed to environmental temperatures
above 50 ◦C and (2) air-dried (no vacuum). The pre-drying presence of phages is expected
because non-dried samples of ranch animal excretions are found by others to be a prolific
source of phages [53–55].

A new-phage yield of over 50 phages per week per person is a reasonable expectation
for dry, ranch animal-proximal soil. Some of these soil-associated phages are so stabilized
that they can be (have been) isolated 18 years after taking of the soil sample. The assump-
tion is that soil-associated, phage-protective agents are involved. Candidates include the
polymers that bacteria secrete to form biofilms (review [56]).

Moreover, in-liquid phage-stabilizing compounds exist and work on physical princi-
ples that should be applicable to all phages and in near-dry conditions. These compounds
do not penetrate phages and thus generate a phage-stabilizing osmotic pressure across the
DNA-containing protein shell of the capsid. This osmotic effect was first demonstrated for
phages P22 and T7 [57]. It was later demonstrated in more quantitative detail for phage
lambda. Its use was a critical part of the determination of the energetics of partial phage
DNA packaging [58,59].

Studies in this general direction have been conducted for (1) stabilizing phages for
aerosol delivery [60,61], (2) freeze drying, and (3) in-air spray drying [62–65]. Spray drying
is closest to what happens in the environment. These studies appear to have been conducted
without awareness of the points made in the previous paragraph, a condition that continues
to the most recent review [65]. Nonetheless, when one averages a very large amount of data
presented in [65], the conclusion is drawn that among the sugars tested as drying-stabilizers,
trehalose and sucrose, both non-reducing disaccharides, are the most effective. Other sugars
tested include two disaccharides, both reducing: maltose (α-linked) and lactose (β-linked).
Given the above effect(s) of non-penetration of phages, the anomeric-to-anomeric carbon
linkage of trehalose and sucrose may be the source of relatively high effectiveness via
the provision of non-penetration. In any case, a uniform phage stabilization strategy best
assists phage therapy. In our opinion, use of basic biophysical principles, such as those in
the previous paragraph, is the best way to arrive at this condition.

5. Enhancing Phage Persistence: Future Quantification of Persistence

One can increase the murine blood persistence of phages lambda and P22 by serial
exposure to murine blood, with each exposure followed by (mutagenic) phage propaga-
tion [66]. The higher persistence version of phage lambda is (1) a mutant with an identified
amino acid change (glutamic acid to lysine) in the major protein of the DNA-encapsulating
outer shell of the lambda capsid and (2) more effective in murine phage therapy [66]. This
study represents the logical beginning of next-generation phage therapy.
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Of course, one cannot be sure that the observed amino acid change is a direct cause
of the high persistence. For example, mutations in other genes, not sequenced, may have
been the cause via change in the conformation of the major capsid protein. Nonetheless,
biomedically, this experiment reveals that directed evolution might be a way to increase
phage persistence before the use of phages in phage therapy cocktails. However, biomedi-
cally using directed evolution introduces a time delay and a cost increase that makes phage
therapy a less attractive prospect. A better approach would be introduction to existing
phage therapy cocktails of an agent that increases the persistence of those phages already
isolated but of low persistence.

We accidentally discovered a possible way to do this. We (primarily MA) subjected
low-persistence phage G [43] to three serial passages through murine blood, with each
passage interspersed with propagation of phage G, although propagation was in non-
mutagenic conditions. High persistence was indeed achieved for partially purified (Legend
to Figure 2) phages. The persistence progressively increased with passage number. The
intermediate-persistence steps suggested the existence of several mutations. However,
not a single mutation had occurred in the genome of the final product, as determined by
whole-genome, Illumina sequencing (which was not practical at the time that the above
work on phage lambda [66] was performed). The intermediate-persistence phage G was
not sequenced. The initial phage G was a clear-plaque mutant, which had been selected to
improve the accuracy of phage titers (Legend to Figure 1).
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Figure 2. Transfer of high persistence from phage G to phage 0105phi7-2. To increase phage G
persistence, the clear-plaque mutant of phage G was passed through mouse blood three times, as
previously described [43]. After each passage, a sample of blood was taken at 45 min after IP
inoculation. Phages present were titered and then re-propagated in-gel (plate stock) as previously
described [43]. After the final passage and plate stock production, the phages were partially purified
by differential pelleting [43] (phage GH), which produced phages with an increase in persistence.
Then, the phages were purified by rate zonal centrifugation through a sucrose gradient [43], which
caused loss of the persistence increase. The persistence increase was restored by adding an extract
of uninfected cells to the high-persistence selected phage G, but not to its unselected parent. In the
current experiment, when GH was used, it was accompanied by 31.7 µL of uninfected cell extract
(below). Phage 0105phi7-2 was obtained as described in [43]. Phages and phage mixtures indicated
in the text were made and injected intraperitoneally into a 11–12-week-old female C57/BL6 mouse,
as previously described [35,43]. The total PFU inoculated were: 0105phi7-2, 1.0 × 1010; G, 1.0 × 1010

in 180 µL final volume. At the times indicated on the horizontal axis, values of Rφ were determined
by procedures previously described [43]. The extract of uninfected cells was made by harvesting an
uninfected bacterial lawn from 4 × 10 cm Petri plates and 2 × 15 cm in diameter Petri plates. The
top agarose layer was harvested and pelleted [43] and then resuspended in 1.0 mL of Milli-Q water
(MilliporeSigma, Darmstadt, Germany). The cells were lysed by adding 1.7 mg lysozyme, followed
by three cycles of freeze-thawing. This extract was clarified by pelleting at 10,000 rpm at 4 ◦C for
10 min (Beckman JLA 16.250 rotor, 15,000 g).
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Furthermore, the high-persistence, phenotype-only variant of phage G, after the final
repropagation and partial purification (to be called phage GH), depended on a host factor
for its high persistence. When further purified by rate zonal centrifugation, phage GH lost
its high persistence. However, the high persistence of phage GH was recovered by addition
of an extract of uninfected host cells. Some details are in the Legend to Figure 2.

The key observation was that host extract-boosted, purified phage GH was found to
transfer its high persistence to low-persistence phage 0105phi7-2. This is shown in Figure 2,
where normalized in-blood phage titer (Rφ) is plotted vs. time; Rφ is the plaque-forming
units (PFU) per ml of blood, divided by the total PFU inoculated intraperitoneally (IP).
The persistence for unaltered phage G (G plot in Figure 2) confirmed the low phage G
persistence. The plot for host extract-boosted phage GH (GH plot in Figure 2) showed
a 10–100× increase in persistence depending on time. In addition, the low persistence
of phage 0105phi7-2 (Figure 2; 7-2 plot) was increased when phage GH was mixed with
phage 0105phi7-2 and then IP-inoculated (7-2 + GH plot in Figure 2). This increase was
accompanied by a decrease in persistence of host extract-boosted phage GH (GH + 7-2 plot
in Figure 2). The persistence-transferring agent is not yet known.

A precise definition of high and low persistence has not yet been presented, in part
because of the large persistence differences of all comparisons made thus far. Moreover,
this quantification will eventually be based on data beyond what we already have.

As a beginning in quantifying persistence, we define high persistence as maintaining
a Rφ above 0.03 for at least 4 h. At 107 phages IP-inoculated for phage therapy and
107 pathogenic bacteria per ml of blood, this should be sufficient to clear a phage-susceptible
bacteremia, assuming a latent period of less than 45 min and a burst size of at least 10,
which are probably pessimistic assumptions for most lytic phages during phage therapy.
More precise calculations, persistence definitions, and projections will be made as more
data are obtained.

6. Implications for FDA Clearance: Safety and Effectiveness

The first point to note here is that phage therapy is biomedicine. Antibiotic therapy
is what might be called chemo-medicine, even though many antibiotics were originally
isolated from organisms. Thus, a complete re-think is needed to obtain FDA approval. To
illustrate this point, think about the use of leeches to prevent and remove blood clots [67,68],
which is also biomedicine and is FDA-approved [68]. No two leeches are exactly the same.
Criteria to be used are (1) statistical in character and (2) include a range of possibilities,
even after applying statistics. This problem exists and has indeed been solved, even for
some complex chemo-medicines. These include tetanus toxoid-bacterial polysaccharide
conjugate vaccines such as Prevnar and Pneumovax [69]. These vaccines are expected
to have components that vary in size and even composition. Size variability has been
found empirically by a procedure of two-dimensional (native) AGE; this procedure was
developed for the characterization of phages [70].

In the case of phage therapy, we start from a good position. In the short term (weeks),
no phage has ever been found to harm either a human or an animal (reviews [12–21])
at the levels used for phage therapy. These levels are typically 107–108 PFU. This non-
toxicity is not surprising in that titers per ml of this magnitude are sometimes recorded
for endogenous human phages in healthy people [71]. To test for possibly rare, short-term
adverse reactions, a skin allergy-like test based on a dry phage therapy cocktail (above)
might be developed and FDA-required. The long-term effects of phage therapy are not
empirically known, and some data suggest that the possibility of negative long-term effects
is significant (recent review [72]).

Of course, rapid phage-killing of Gram-negative bacteria potentially creates the prob-
lem of toxic levels of bacterial endotoxin (recent review [73]). Post-phage therapy, the
occurrence of fever spikes, possibly endotoxin-caused, has been observed (e.g., [23,26,66]).
Indeed, this occurrence is presumably a criterion for therapy success. A second FDA
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requirement might be standards for the time and characteristics of fever monitoring after
phage therapy begins.

In the area of therapy effectiveness, dry phage therapy cocktails can be as easily
screened as liquid phage preparations. If a cocktail is stabilization agent-embedded on,
for example, a non-biological membrane, a small piece of this membrane can be cut away
and placed on a Petri dish-contained agar layer that has confluent propagating pathogenic
bacteria. Post-incubation, a clear ring, of size to be determined, around the membrane
would be a criterion for cocktail effectiveness. This screening (1) is the way that disk-
diffusion tests are performed for antibiotics [74,75] and (2) would be performed after
previous screening for high persistence.

For extensive wounds, a piece of the phage cocktail membrane can be placed in one
region of the wound to test for effectiveness. If effective, then more membrane pieces
would be applied. Several different cocktails could be simultaneously tested. Here again,
the procedure used could be regulated by the FDA. Apparently, a therapeutic procedure of
this type is not practical for antibiotics, presumably because of diffusion-induced lowering
of antibiotic concentration. However, the in-wound replication of phages should make this
therapeutic procedure practical.

The problem of endotoxin removal from phage therapy cocktails is likely to be limiting
for FDA approval. We recently found a reagent and method that can be used to remove
over 99% of the in vitro endotoxin activity while also completely inactivating representative
Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria [76]. Procedures of this type should simplify
FDA approval of phage therapy cocktails. These procedures should also have application
when removal of endotoxin is limiting for reducing inflammation and reducing pain, for
example, after endodontic procedures [77].

7. Contextual Significance of Phage Therapy

Rather than developing new text to describe the origin of the problem of obtaining
new antibiotics for MDR bacteria, we quote here the 2022 Annual Report of the drug
company Pfizer [78], a company that produces multivalent vaccines for both Streptococcus
pneumoniae and Neisseria meningitidis (in this quotation, AMR = antimicrobial resistance).
“A robust pipeline of new antimicrobials is essential to restoring the balance against increasing rates
of AMR. However, significant economic hurdles have made research and development in this area a
challenge. No novel class of antibiotics has been launched for almost 40 years, and even when newly
approved treatments come to market, they may be used sparingly to support good antimicrobial
stewardship practices—making it difficult to recover the high cost associated with development.
New reimbursement models that more fully reflect the complete value of antimicrobials are critical”.

The point missing in the above quotation is, obviously, the potential of covering the
limitations of antibiotics with the use of phage therapy. Nonetheless, the therapeutic
value of phages is a concept already embraced by Pfizer, although in the context of gene
therapy [79]. Again, corporate development of anti-bacterial phage therapy appears to be
limited by both phage isolation and phage characterization.

The following quotations make this point from the perspective of active phage therapy
trials. “Currently, the therapeutic potential of phages is substantially limited by the great variation
in phage susceptibility and a relatively small repertoire of therapeutically useful phages” [80]. “Al-
though several scientific organizations/societies recognized that phage therapy could be of key value
in modern wound care, specific aspects are critical for a burn surgeon and might represent pitfalls
discouraging phage therapy adoption in burn wound management; in particular, the unavailability
of consensual therapeutic guidelines/regulatory policies and the lack of laboratorial support that
might be predictive of its efficacy” [13]. “One major limitation that we faced was the lack of available
human pharmaceutical-grade phage preparations, which still remains a bottleneck in our system
and a limiting step in each phage request timeline” [14]. “Phage treatment of Mycobacterium
infections is challenging due to the limited repertoire of therapeutically useful phages, but favorable
clinical outcomes in patients lacking any other treatment options support continued development of
adjunctive phage therapy for some mycobacterial infections” [17].
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8. Conclusions (Take-Home Lesson)

The data indicate that solving the MDR bacteria problem is possible with phage
therapy. Doing this will take key problem-identifying/targeting research. This research
is likely to (1) be enhanced by biological factors not necessarily anticipated in advance
and (2) succeed via use of already established principles and techniques of biophysics and
phage biology.

9. Patents

The procedure for persistence transfer in Figure 2 is the subject of a patent application
in progress.
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